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THE BASIS

OF ANAXAGORAS'

COSMOLOGY'

No pre-Socratic philosopher, perhaps, has caused more disagreement, or been
more variously interpreted, than Anaxagoras of Clazomenae. Among recent
attempts to reconstruct his system some of the more notable are those of
Tannery,2 Bailey,3 Cornford,4 Peck,5 and Vlastos.6 Each of these reconstructions, and especially that of Tannery, has its adherents; and since none of them
(with the possible exceptions of the first and last) has much in common with
any other, a universally acceptable solution to the fundamental problems
involved may well by now seem unattainable. It is my belief, however, and it
is the object of this paper to try to prove, that all these modern reconstructions
have at least one quality in common, namely an undue complication. The
actual system of Anaxagoras was, I believe, considerably simpler than any
reconstruction yet forthcoming. Unfortunately what I take to be the basis of
the whole system, Anaxagoras' reaction to his Eleatic predecessors, is by no
means easy to convey in brief and simple terms. But if I should succeed in
conveying it, then it will, I hope, be seen in itself to possess such a simplicity
and neatness that my contention will carry with it a fair warrant of its own
truth. I shall, for convenience, divide my argument into ten sections, to which
I shall append a brief summary of my conclusions.
I
The first point on which I wish to lay the greatest possible stress is the extreme thoroughness of Anaxagoras' reaction against Parmenides. Instead of
the One Being, the existence of which excludes the existence of anything else,
Anaxagoras starts his cosmogony from a universal mixture. Indeed, if we are
to trust Simplicius, to whom we owe the preservation of most of the fragments,
his book actually opened with the statement: dCpok
v, rarEpa
i7rcvra
Xp'4pFara
In
breath three
KaL 7rAOs

Kat

Kai yap

7r(touKpoV

LcTELpov

v.

one

(ctrpKpd7r•7a"
of the Parmenidean
tenets have been flatly contradicted. Whereas Parmenides
had written :
rror 3v O Eo8 aL, ETElVV ErTYOV IrTCv,
olXSE

EV,avvEXEs
first
substitutes dcoe?irrTvra XP pa-ra for dpuovAnaxagoras
7aiv, v, then admits
the forbidden 9v, and finally, in the latter half of the sentence, denies also the
It is a platitude that in Fr. 17 (rd 8S
implications of Parmenides' ovVEXE'S.

a Parmenidean principle. Hardly less striking is the vigour with which he
rejects these others. Nor is his acceptance of the one principle unconnected
This paper owes its main thesis to a
suggestion of Mr. D. W. Lucas, for which I
here make the most grateful acknowledgement. I am also deeply indebted to Mr. G. S.
Kirk, both for a number of very valuable
positive suggestions and for the elimination
of some at least of the paper's errors.
2
Pour l'histoirede la sciencehellhne,2nd ed.

(Paris, 1930).
3 Greek Atomists and Epicurus (Oxford,
1928), Appendix I.
4 C.Q. xxiv (1930), 14 ff. and 83 if.
s C.Q. xx (1926), 57 ff6 PhilosophicalReview, lix, No. I (1950),
31 ff.
7 Fr. 8. 5-
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with his rejection of the rest. It is, as the ancient commentators saw, simply and
solely to eliminate becoming and perishing that he includes in his original
mixture, not merely a limited plurality of opposites or elements, but literally
all things that are ultimately to emerge from it.
This original mixture is further described both in the rest of Fr. I and in the
latter half of Fr. 4Kat
yp oa-qpTEatpoip

tKaT

XEV,
aeryn

7otnEa
Epa

E
Kat
oEL.
t-rv7Taro Kat rTA'7OEL
EVEr7LVI o70ts
EE•

7

Fre. 4

38
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pE'orovratiav-a
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rrptv p oi7roKptOsvat 7axra 7rav
'A
o
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L 7ra
V tv701
Yap
7TEICWAE
UVypq LL'
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yap
qtautora

ovcov oV3 Xpost EVOqAO
7E

tEpOl)

iCat Toy

r V Kat t o0
v -oh AatUrpof
Kal r?is
Kat ?o vXpo
eovEpov,
KatY
OEPtpLO
e~7poh Kal n-ov^
roAA vEoV'a7
'
aWd7TEIpcoV7h7AoSoVz'iV totcohwv
CnanKa
ofv
&g7riAots.
pla•sotv
l•
El)7()
E'O.V
TV
7OVTWV 0V7WS
SAowvoV684EOLKE70 E7EPOV
v.ra Xpma-ra.
nvitrravrtXP776OKELJ). r.
E'VE-wvat

For those who, like myself, are unable to accept Tannery's view that it is
only of the opposites that everything contains a portion, this latter quotation
provides, I suppose, the strongest of all arguments. Why, ifn-d'vrameans nothing
more than all the opposites, does Anaxagoras add to this list of opposites 'much
earth' and 'numberless seeds'? Whatever the nature of the 'seeds', earth is
emphatically not an opposite; and once earth is admitted to the ingredients of
the mixture, then why stop there? This sentence in fact is obviously crucial.
There is, on the one hand, no denying that the opposites do figure very prominently in the list of ingredients; but then there is equally no denying that there
are other ingredients besides. If, on the other hand, Anaxagoras did mean to
include in his original mixture all forms of natural substance that are to emerge
from it, then why does he include in his list only earth (which is in fact, as we
shall soon see, not a natural substance at all) and 'seeds'? The list as it stands
is, from either point of view, undeniably peculiar.
There is, I believe, a convincing explanation, which seems, however, to have
been hitherto hardly appreciated, of the peculiarities of this list. Anaxagoras
was at least as familiar with his predecessors' views as was Empedocles. Despite
their undoubted originality, indeed, there is a sense in which the systems of both
alike were predetermined for them by what had gone before. In the case of
Anaxagoras the sentence under discussion provides an excellent illustration.
Not only is the original mixture, a7
XpythagreWov as it is here called,
CvrWov
7T
to the Eleatic One, but the very vigour of
in deliberately extreme opposition uIxth•et
the reaction against monism involves a condemnation also of any half-hearted
pluralism. Reviewing the doctrines of his pluralist predecessors as a whole,
Anaxagoras might very reasonably, I suggest, have been particularly conscious
of two main trends. There were first those who, like Anaximander (or, in their
different fashions, both Heraclitus and the Pythagoreans), had regarded the
world as a battlefield of the opposites. And second, of course, there was
Empedocles, who, to avoid the Parmenidean criticisms of that attitude, had
solidified the warring opposites into the four eternal and immutable elements.
Such, unquestionably, were the two main pluralist tendencies before Anaxagoras; and neither of them, to Anaxagoras' way of thinking, goes nearly far
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enough. Since the original state of the universe, the pXy4,must give rise to the
infinite diversity of the sensible world, it must therefore be odutTs.
•rJvrwv
XprtAdrcwv.Not only, that is to say, must it contain the traditional opposites7' 70'pepV KaL 7r0Ep[LOV Katr(' bvXPv Ka'L7r
Ka' 7r
-rd rE LEpOVKat
'at=rrpv
(OcEpov (this last pair surely the Pythagorean o6S. KalaKd7ro) ; not only again
must it contain the Empedoclean elements, here presumably exemplified by
earth because two of the others, air and fire, have certainly already been named
in Frs. I and 2 and have probably also, by this stage in the book, been shown to
be not primary elements but (as they were later called) ravarrEplat ;' it must
contain also 'seeds' (of which more will be said later) 'infinite in number and
in no way resembling one another'. In a word, as the last sentence drives home,
rV cnwii-lrav-r
7TaVTaXPqp'a1raa.
XPA) OKEW EVELvaL

3
If, therefore, the original mixture contains everything that is to emerge from
it, the same is true of every portion of the mixture, however large or however
small that portion may be, and at whatever stage in the cosmogonic evolution.
Anaxagoras himself says the same thing over and over again in different words.
Already in Fr. I we have met the sentence Kat yap 7rUoLKpcV
pvtELpOV
~v. Fr. 3
adds the brief explanation Kat t'aov EE-rt(sc. 7~ tLya)
both
d
~rA',0os:
7•- U•LKp
great and small, in other words, equally contain everything. Fr. 4 tells us that
the same is true at a later stage in cosmogony:
w XdY.oWv XP7
8
orov'rW
0o7-o
EvELVaL
troAAa
E
And finally
Kal rrav7rotaEv raL 7ro01S
SOKEtV
7•
aUvyKPVwotvo0s.
5
Fr. 6 states the whole case: Kal Ot7E
EL
t
TE
CoAo
pLEY
Ktl 70ro
70
toipat
',Xcot' c 7a- 'uaaL
a7a'
7AI6O'S
ov"
vat, a
"UCpoD2

7Kal

The small, just as much as the great, contains an infinite
Kat Aduaaoaut.3
7•
number of pLopaL: not only the original mixture as a whole, but every minutest
portion of it, contains all things. If, therefore, in the case of the original
mixture, 'all things' include other things than the opposites, it can hardly be
disputed that the same must apply to its parts-that, in Anaxagoras' own words,
O/iLOV.
VIa royCLV7T
KJaL
OI=W=TEp
cqpXrjv EVaL
It is at this point that we approach the real crux. What Anaxagoras is doing
is of course, as is widely acknowledged, to apply to physical matter the arguments that had earlier been employed by Zeno in connexion with mathematical
magnitude. But the majority of commentators seem once again, even while
observing Anaxagoras' unmistakable dependence upon Zeno, to have
Cf. Ar. De Caelo 33.3. 02a31: 7Tyap means 'the portions pertaining to the great
dootLoEp7

/lyta-ra

rotxEa

-rovrWV

a

.

.

.,

Kal T-v

dpa

84

Kal

7TOp

v
AAW'v oaEppd-rwe

2 These
genitives are admittedly ambiguous and the sentence has occasionally been
misinterpreted to suggest that there are
'portions of the great and small' comparable
with 'portions of the hot and the cold' or 'portions of flesh and gold'. But that Anaxagoras

and small' is clear both from the context
in Fr. 6 and from a comparison with Fr. 3.
3 Here Burnet (E.G.P.4 259) is surely right
in translating: 'and an equal number both
in the greater and in the smaller of the things
that are separated off', and Peck (op. cit.,
58) surely wrong: 'there is an equal number
of the things which separate off in great
things and in small things alike'.
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overlooked its full implications. There are three fragments of Zeno which are
especially relevant, all of which I shall quote in full; for only so, I believe, can
we see the full significance of those sentences in which Anaxagoras is most
obviously in Zeno's debt. But I shall take the liberty of so rearrangingthe order
of Frs. I and 2 as to restore (not for the first time; it was done by Zeller) what
seems to have been a complete argument.
Frs.I and 2 : El xotL
62Apvr7irpouydocto,
7 ov, ov' a'v Etr. EL)ydpaAA
tLEyEo•S
o;6v av tZELov
yap
t
1o 7TOL77ULEvEYEOovN
r7Tpoc0yEvot~vov
8E, 0oVE8
tzrlEVO%0V70So,
Kal OvoWS
aiv78q70
oOv rEELS
tEYEO0S
rTpOUyLVo~jLEVOV
0mSovcLv.
OV
0vV El7. El
t
V
8a roywolVoL
OV7OErEpov
)S
'Aarrov;•rat iS a ITpoUywoiEvoOV
ad17UErat,
&i7Aov
OE 77V) vSE -70 a7yEv0oLLEvov.
JOrt-70 7Tpo0U7Ev0oLLEv0v
d ToYEdteov.
t
oiS V odS•
5 / rdt•eVOV
8 %Aov /d•Vpo
El

E EUrTCW,avcyK?7 EKaoL7ov

tLEyEuoS

t
cTaLXoS
Kat
CEXECLI

KlLtTEXEW

cvt70ro -r

doavTO
K'O
yap
'AoYOS.
701•p
•EKELVO
870q70
Ka 7Tpo'eEL
o TraC7E
ELyEOOS'
Kal
AEyELV
iEEL
aro70v
7r.
OLOLOv
%
oI% yap
ElOUKEU%
E•IrEL daEt

ETpov d)a

TO ETEprpov.KLaTEp

7TpOVX70s

o-oro
L Oe7EE7EPOV
OK
Erxaov
7POSEEPOV
oVSvEyap arov
Tv
orovr r'axao
oaL.
th
E(
7E
Kal
rroAAa
oVT7s
acva7 c~LK'd Evac
fCLKp
E•LV, devCyaKrl
•LEycaAt
a UTE
Aa E WarEr a ctiELpa
ILEIv
tr7 EXELIV
iLEYEGOoS,
IyLEYa
Fr. 3" Enl TOaActE vr,tv iayK~roI7OvU
Ta•vaCL a 7aEL•aL.Kal ovtE
:ra
a

TrrAEova

C77
av-rcovEloor7E
70mEan7otroavra

E're)v

Oh

Er7l,
7T'E7TErpaLu/iEva

av EL7.

W
oAAGEar7Lv, 7TELpalvra th.(av" yrep
IeCor
a; a
a (Et y o7Epa
- O 'orc*
-ralTv-r
Eo7(L0
p(
EU
-r
ov-raEo7ri
Kal n-'Atv
eV. Kal
E7EV
LEcr
pa
EKELI/W
I)
(La
ov01)a7WS
Etl 7

two

It is by now, I imagine, generally accepted that these arguments of Zeno
against plurality are directed not so much (if at all) against pluralistsin general
as against the Pythagoreans in particular, with their characteristic confusion
between the units of arithmetic, the atoms of physics, and the points of geothe
metry. When, in fact, he wrotein Fr. I: 5vadrK77
EKacrovsILEYEOS7LEXEl'?,
in question means not so much 'every physical body' as 'every unitKaoia0ov
point-atom'; and it is of these unit-point-atomsthat he concludes: dvdyKq
LLKpa 7E EvaL/c^t
Kat LEy'a. We can, therefore, to quote Cornford,' 'traceavra
two
of
consequences Zeno's attack. The first was reflected in the separation of
arithmetic from geometry. Arithmetic . . . remained the field of discrete
quantity. The arithmetical unit, I, is essentiallyindivisible.... Every number
is divisible into the units whose sum it is, but no farther. ... The series of
numbers is unlimited in one direction only; in the other it terminates in the
first unit, i. ... Geometry, on the other hand, becomes specially the field of
continuous magnitude. Every actual magnitude is infinitely divisible; there is
no "least part" (AX.t.a-rov).
.... The second consequence of Zeno's criticisms
was the distinction between the geometrical solid and the sensible body, which
the Pythagoreanshad confused.... The atomists, Leucippus and Democritus,
saw that, if physical bodies need not have all the properties of geometrical
solids, they could elude Zeno's dilemmas. They could reply: "We grant that
all geometrical magnitudes are infinitely divisible and that a geometrical point
has no parts or magnitude; but our atoms are not either the points or the solids
of geometry, but compact bodies, which, if they were large enough, you could
see and touch.
" The atom thus ceased to be confused with the unit of
...
number and the point of geometry, and became a purely physical body whose
essential property was impenetrability.'
I

Plato and Parmenides(London, 1931), 60o-6.
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So the unit-points of the early Pythagoreans became, in consequence of
Zeno's arguments, the atoms of Leucippus and Democritus. But the answer
of Leucippus and Democritus was not, of course, the only one open to them.
They could equally have admitted that physical matter, like geometrical
magnitude, was infinitely divisible. And that this is exactly what Anaxagoras
did is, as I said above, widely acknowledged. What does not seem to have been
noticed, however, is how beautifully Anaxagoras thus fits into the pattern of
development traced in these sentences from Cornford; and it is that fact which
seems to me to provide the vital clue to our understanding of the basis of his
system.
Of the two passages from Zeno quoted above the latter is included only for
the purpose of establishing an essential preliminary point. It can, I think, be
hardly disputed that when Anaxagoras wrote Fr. 5, he must have had this
argument of Zeno in mind. Fr. 5, in its context in Simplicius,I runs as follows:
t
CLAA'l avat' E rTL,
•EtT
r• ootottLEpv,
oTt
ViTWuaKEKptLnEVWVt2
7TdvTaO1tvEi
tyLuKEtWXP71r,

oTt SE ov'E 7vETL Ov'SEbOEtPE-ratt TcL

sAonAE'yWt
a"Tovtov Uo

mtE'sA
o E'rtm
vog
7ctVTa ta
lEt'aa
d~l.

o yap
-7TAElCo
v to
(w
alvvve -r riTv
to70o

Erav
V0a 0evoivn

AEwa
Eioval), dHasa

wtLas Kahl
7a0sei

tOLOhJaEPELth.

Now not only is therehere an almostpreciseecho of Zeno'sterminology,but
also,to enhancethe significanceof that echo,thereis the furtherconsideration
that the pointwhichAnaxagorasis makingis at once so peculiarand yet, out
of its context at least, so platitudinousthat, unlessthere were adventitious
motives for making it, he would hardly have deigned to make it at all. He is in
fact, I suggest, deliberately replying to Zeno with the assertion that, though
thingsare admittedly(as he has alreadysaidat the outsetin Fr. I) rrELpaKal
rrAielosKatiaILKpdTr7pa,they are yet 'just as many as they are, no more and no
less'. And that the 'things' in question are this time no longer unit-point-atoms
but homoeomeries,which, as I shall be arguing in due time, are what the later
commentators called the
of Anaxagoras himself, follows clearly enough
aor'p/za-ra
from the words of Simplicius. It is in fact the
which are at once
aor'ptta'a
infinite in number (as again we are expressly told in the words aUIEPtLTWov
.rWA^9o6s in Fr. 4) and yet 'no more and no less' than they are.
drlEpwov
It was necessary to establish so much first, in order to lend weight to the rest
of my argument. For it can hardly be disputed, either, that when Anaxagoras
wrote Fr. 3-oTn7E y4p70ToatLKpOV
T yE
OV
EUr7TL
y EAJX
LUrO,dA' 'gAaoaovdEl
(T78yp
i
EQ)'

OUK

?ToV
%%7L
EUT7L
70 K[la
IF

0tz7hJ] O3K E'VCaL)-LAAI

Eo7Lr 7W• oT[ULLKPCW7rTA•o

, -7p.

LE
T-l KCl 701) /LLE}'CAO1do

t

FLrEUOV-

U• E"KaOrcdv or)E7L Kal FLgE'ya Kal

tov
LKPOIV

JavrT
-his words are once again strongly
reminiscent of Zeno's. Zeno maintains,
as a reductioad absurdumof the Pythagorean unit-point-atoms, that each one of
the many must be at once both great and small. Anaxagoras replies, exactly
as Leucippus later replied to Melissus, that so far from being a reductioad
absurdum,Zeno's statement is an accurate and acceptable description of the
real state of affairs. The Pythagorean unit-point-atoms have, of course, been
which are infinitely
replaced, here as in Fr. 5, by homoeomeriesor
ar•'4ptara, is
divisible. Each one of the infinite plurality of aT'ppxaLra
indeed, at one and
the same time (i.e., I take it, rrp, lavnrd, 'compared with itself' as opposed to

9.
This time, as Mr. G. S. Kirk has pointed
out to me, Burnet's translation (ib.), 'those
I Phys. 156.

2

things having been thus decided' is surely
wrong. tLaKplvomust bear the sense it bears
in Frs. 12, 13, and 17, viz., 'separate'.
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'compared with anything else'), both great and small: great, because it is
infinitely divisible and therefore contains an infinite number of parts, [totpac
or ingredients; small, because it is composed of parts which are themselves so
infinitesimally small as to possess almost (but not, as Zeno maintains, absolutely) no magnitude whatever. Zeno's argument is, in other words (as I take
it to be the object of Anaxagoras' parenthesis to say), wholly fallacious. If a
body exists and has magnitude, it is inconceivable that its infinite divisibility
(Zeller's reading, roi•fl, remains attractive, but is not essential, since even
without it infinite divisibility is unquestionably in Anaxagoras' mind) should
reduce it to sheer non-existence.
It seems, then, that Anaxagoras' reply to Zeno is no less deliberate and
explicit than the Atomists'. In place of the Pythagorean unit-points, we find in
the essential property of which, so
Anaxagoras what he himself calls aTCdpta-ra,
far from being impenetrability as in the case of atoms, is their infinite divisibility. Each acrnp[La,small as it may be, still contains an infinite number of
torpat. It is, therefore, both great and small. Moreover, although there is an
infinite number of o7IT•ppta-ra,they remain for ever just as many as they are, no
more and no less. That is more than could be said of totpat-which may well
have been, I suspect, another of Anaxagoras' motives for making the remark;
[totpat, as it will be the object of the next two sections to show, are infinite in
quite a different sense from oanrE"ptara.'For whereas the arE'pptarawith which we
have so far been concerned, however small they may be, would still possess a
definite and determinable magnitude, the ?Lozpatwhich are our next concern
possess no such thing.
5
Just as Zeno allows no geometrical minimum, so Anaxagoras after him,
allows no material minimum either. As the fragment last
despite his arnmpCLa-ra,
:
T7
CTrov,iAA'AauuovdEL
ap o70aoLLKPOV
quoted says (Fr. 3)
rErTo
7E AIa
So much is again, ofo•E
course, universally admitted. But the majority of commentators seem once more to have overlooked the consequences of their
admission. The principle of the infinite divisibility of matter means, so far as I

can see, that the question so often asked: 'Is Anaxagoras' mixture a mixture
by fusion or by juxtaposition

of particles?' is not really applicable at all.

Indeed Anaxagoras' purpose might almost have been to avoid that very
question. However far you may subdivide a ranrpiTa,he says, and however

infinitesimally small a portion of matter you may so reach, it will still contain a
literally infinite number of smaller portions, most of which may still, of course,
be portions in which gold, for instance, predominates, but each of which must
still, since it in turn still consists of a literally infinite number of yet smaller
portions, contain everything. That such a theory cannot accurately be described as a theory of fusion can hardly need arguing: granted that the results
of the two theories may be in practice indistinguishable, yet the two theories,
as theories, are widely different. Nor, in my opinion (though I shall be slightly
modifying this later), can the term 'particle' be safely used, as it very often is,
in connexion with this theory of towpat, if only because, rightly or wrongly, it
too easily tends to suggest the existence of just such indivisible minima of
I This is of course just the point made by
the ancient commentators from Aristotle

onwards.

The

arnipt/ara

are

nrTELpa, the

?totpat, in Simplicius' phrase (Phys. 460. io),
o 'S a7Trtpa xcdvov
TELpa.
dAA'KaL
'aTErtLpaK•L•
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matter as Anaxagoras is, at this stage in his argument, elaborately repudiating.
There is indeed no analogy in everyday experience to the kind of mixture-a
mixture of an infinite number of arrEpuaraeach of which is itself divisible into
an infinite number of uorpat-that Anaxagoras has in mind. The two usual
illustrations, namely the mixture of liquids such as water and wine and the
mixture of grains such as those of sugar and sand, are alike misleading. The
only possible analogy is that which the influence of Zeno clearly suggests, the
analogy of the infinite number of points contained in even the shortest geometrical line. Geometrical points, of course, have no magnitude, whereas the
[topat of Anaxagoras, however far the process of subdivision has been carried,
and however infinitesimally small they may therefore be, are proved still at
every stage to have some magnitude, even though it is indeterminable, by the
fact that, as we saw in the last section, they still compose the uCrdpuara which in
turn compose sensible bodies. Again, geometrical points are all alike, whereas
there is an infinite variety oftoLpat. But so long as these two important differences
are borne in mind, then the only analogy which can help towards a true
understanding of Anaxagoras' theory is the analogy drawn from geometry.
For it alone stresses the essential point which Anaxagoras was striving to express,
that a single uozpa, though an existing thing, is none the less a thing which it is
impossible, either in practice or in theory, ever to apprehend. As Simplicius
l 7EplA77TYo
8'
aj
says,' quoting Fr. 7 of Anaxagoras: pTuoTE2'
az Toy
Kac ayvcoarov AE"yEL
7WV rO7TKptVO
d-r7TELOS.
7-70ovyp
"WtUTE
EVCWV
/ff(
E'VEtKvvraL
I cannot escape the conclusion that if
,rr ipYA".
?d8vat rd%A ,lOogMr
Adyp

the context of this detachedphraseof Anaxagoraswere ever recovered,it

would prove to have been concerned with the infinite number of otpat in each

of 'the things that are being separated off'. If indeed we append it to the last
sentence of Fr. 6, so:
7OtL SE 7oAAa EVETLE
KalL
'LUa7TA^10Os
tWov
c7TOK•pWVO/EVCV
r
t
El TIS
7E
KoLE Eol
•cLUUOULV, aE
7r v aroKptVOkEV0VkEt CVL
7d
0r•7o
K•aL
ivpY, we are therebyenabledto see, I believe, if not its exact
AdypILr[TE
kr7TE

context,at leastits exactpurport.

6

The word zoripa
occursforthe firsttimein the extantfragmentsin a sentence

CELLpa
7E fLEy'cAOU
already quoted from Fr. 6: cKalTop" t'aa
KalT0O
7o0
Kac oXW
oL'E Xcops E'orr vaaa
ErcoUv)Ett Elv )ravrU' cdv-ra"
c0`~LKpOVirAO6OS,
7ravra -Tavdro- / orpav LEriXEt. It appears again in Fr. I I : lE'vravt 7raLv-rdsoLpa
tr7Av voo, aE7rwolttV 8 Kal voO' E. It is, however, in Fr. 12 that it first
EvEoarr
vo)8v
becomes positively obtrusive: r4
ErlTtl
&AAa 7ravrodsuotpav LE••EXEt,
.
.
7vv-ros'
KlL aVTOKpa7rEKxCL rELKTCaL
08EVELXpn7kart, E.V TCVlt
yap
IZTELpOV
n-oAA
.. LOpaOL
J3v
• TOAAaL
totpa'vE'oErTL, a7mTEpE)v7TLo7TpdOaev AE'AEKTCra'.
eLUoL. u7TavTa7Tat

0VE
4E ov

o/oL

• 70
TEpOV CL 7P'OU

•
0ov'
8%aKpt•VE•raL
oo
-a4ioet6toa7TOKpl)vE7Tat
SE%0v'EV
EUTrLKalLoZICOWV KalL0 E'AcLTTl. ETEpov
1
0
1
-%

S
VovS%
EVEKaLToV
EUTt
OL'SEV,'AA' -v TAEa ETvcWTaEVcLa
O~LotovL
0crTLv
Lv
Oa
",
' qv.
KaLov •Q,
I do not want to suggest more in this section than that the use of the word
is itself not insignificant. It is not, surely, nearly so natural a word for a
tLorpa
fifth-century Greek to have used in the sense of a physical portion of something
as would
have been. Indeed the only approximate parallels to be found

i'o .
7-Aq)i'

I
2

0

tJpos
De Caelo608. 24.
/7rorTE here of course bears the sense,

4599.3/4

common in late writers from Aristotle onwards, of 'perhaps'.
K
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in the extant fragments of the pre-Socratics as a whole are the following two
sentences from Democritus:

Fr. 258:...

KaCt'avTCa 0 7TOLWv

Kt77Ka'L8&KnlKa'LOd
oa"O Kal

E•gOv/ll7s(?)
T4
E(?) 1Vm•L
•o'to•pav tEOE'ELt.
O•o
KO'UO•L?UoW
Kat
Fr.

263: K8'W

/UEytr-ras

-rc4Lvwv

KIrog

cpE-rTs [LEytoLr7rv
FLOtpav [rT1aS]
cLE•EXEL

c•acta
g&a

4twr`rotLg>(?).

And there is, to the modern mind at least, one striking difference between
Anaxagoras' usage of the word and Democritus', that whereas the former uses
it of concrete physical bodies, the latter uses it of abstract virtues. True, as I
shall shortly be arguing in connexion with Anaxagoras' Novo, no pre-Socratic
philosopher had yet, at the time of Anaxagoras, succeeded in apprehending
the existence of the incorporeal: the only test of a thing's reality, as we can see
most clearly from Parmenides, was whether or not it was extended in space.
But that is not to say that to the pre-Socratics there was no distinction whatever
between, say, cheese and courage. Anaxagoras, though he could not adequately
describe the distinction, was himself, as again I shall soon be arguing, clearly
aware of it. I believe, therefore, that when he wanted a word to describe his
infinitely divisible portions, he quite deliberately selected a word that had not
too blatantly corporeal an implication. His point, in fact, is the same as my
own in objecting to the word 'particle'. Since his tzoLpat are so infinitesimally
small as to possess virtually (though not, as I have said, actually) no magnitude
at all-since, indeed, a single /xotpa is a thing which does not even in practice
exist, because whenever, in the process of subdivision ad infinitum,you claim to
have arrived at it, Anaxagoras replies that what you have arrived at still
is clearly incumconsists, on the contrary, of an infinite number of /xotpa-it
bent upon him to select a word for his purposes which cannot, or at any rate
should not, suggest anything too irreducibly corporeal. For this purpose, but
not to signify anything as corporeal as a particle, /xotpawas, I suggest, the best
word available.
7
There is, however, one major difficulty which Anaxagoras, in spite of (or
perhaps rather because of) the ingenuity (or perhaps rather the frivolity) of his
reply to the Eleatics, has still to surmount. There is a certain force in Zeno's
argument: if indeed matter is infinitely divisible, or if, in other words, a /lotpa
is a thing which, neither in practice nor in theory, can ever be actually reached,
on what ultimate basis can the sensible world, which undeniably consists of
physical bodies of varying magnitude, be ever erected ? On the one hand, the
infinite regress must be maintained: it is the only way in which all things can
be in all things and so coming-into-being can be eliminated. On the other hand,
this same infinite regress must somehow and at some point be at least momentarily halted in order that Anaxagoras may start moving in the other direction
towards the building up of the sensible world. It is at this point in the arguare essential. An Anaxagorean aEprr'ptais, as
ment, I suggest, that the
u•pr~ipara
a .Io'pa is not, something not altogether unlike a particle in the true sense. It
remains, of course, infinitely divisible; but, as is suggested by the fact that
are already present in the original mixture, it is evidently the simplest
oruiptiara
unit
tend naturally to congregate. A
into which
is in fact, like
ptorpat
auip/a
everything else in the universe except only Nooi, an aggregation of an already
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infinite number of potopat. That is why the iCT'pa~ta in the original mixture
are described in Fr. 4 as 'in no way like each other': the proportions of poLpac
in the infinitely numerous irrptpara can and do themselves vary infinitely.'
But at the same time these
for the very reason that they are the
uar•pPLara,
natural unit of matter, can and
do provide, what the tpotpat cannot, a solid
basis for the cosmogonic evolution.
8
There remain-from
our own point of view this time, not from that of
Anaxagoras-two
important aspects of the theory still to be discussed. In the
first place why, if they are not intended to fill the role allotted to them by
Tannery and his followers, do the opposites figure so very prominently throughout the fragments ? In particular, what is their relation to the uai7ptatara, with
which, along with earth, they are said in Fr. 4 to be associated in the original
mixture ? There are three other fragments, besides Fr. 4, in which the opposites
do bulk very large. There is Fr. 8: o0 KEXoPLtUc37t
Tv7l v 7 el KOdULCp
'
AA7AoWv
o
038 a''ToKE'Kor7aL
70OEpo0 ao 70) VXPi
o"E
OVTE
o
vXpv
aop
roT
IT?EaKEL
is
the
There
Fr.
sentence
from
TE
12:
...
OEpLov-.
single
K.a'
T70o
a''TOKplVE7aL
L•rTd
TO
0poV
YV
7o70OV0 EpO
Kat aT 701
Ipaov To 7TVKVOV
7) pO
Kl
701- po-dO
KatlaoTroTO
6 -p'v-where it is to be notedin passingthatAnaximenes'

pair is added to those of Anaximanderand the Pythagoreans.And there is
Fr. 15, which seems to me to containthe clue to the answerto the above
questions:

7To t/L v7TKVOV
KGa'8LEpOVKat

y
(VVy<),
EVOary

p77(rEV,

77

V~xp 'K

O 0qEpV El'

8E

70
To7pov
• paOlv Kat To OEpAOVKaL7,'8
E~EX(PrlEVElS
7"T

UVEXW,-

70)o al•OpoS.
'pdOaw
The first point to be noted concerning these opposites is that, while they are
not the only ingredients in the original mixture, they do unquestionably provide a better illustration than any of the other ingredients could of Anaxagoras'
theory that things 'are not divided nor cut off from one another with a hatchet'.
Heraclitus had long ago shown that one of a pair of opposites cannot exist
without the other; while the very fact that they are opposites means that the
existence of a close relation between them, whatever it may be, is more obvious
than in the case of such substances as, say, gold and flesh. Indeed a particular
example which Anaxagoras himself is said to have employed, namely the
contention that there is some of 'the black' in snow,2 does provide a particularly striking illustration of the general theory that ir7Tav-'7TravLOds
Lpopa E
VEU•7L.
It might therefore be plausibly maintained that the opposites are to Anaxagoras no more than a favourite illustration. For just as the hot and the cold
cannot be cut off from one another with a hatchet, exactly so are flesh, hair,
gold, and every other natural substance eternally inseparable one from the
1 a
other. ITJrJ yap av EK [0 ) T7LX
&pe
' YEOLTO Opt• Kal1a
E• K
oapKod; asksAnaxagoras in Fr. 10, with the obvious implication that, since such coming-intobeing is impossible, hair and flesh must already be present in everything that
is liable to give rise to them. And since the number of such changes that may
take place in the world is far too great to be calculated, it is clearly more
economical of effort, if not indeed more characteristic of the pre-Socratic
passion for dogmatic generalization, to conclude simply, as Anaxagoras did,
that there must already be a portion of everything in everything.
Cf. the other phrase in Fr. 4: ...
KatXPtOLSKa'l7 ova's.
rrp2 Sextus
v XPria
Xov7'a
?n
KatLo das 7ravTroLaS
Pyrrh. I. 33.
irnrTvW
pa'ra

rawVY
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There is, I believe, a good deal of force in this argument; it does at least seem
to be valid against some of the interpretations of the system of Anaxagoras
which have been put forward in modern times. But for all that, I am inclined
to believe that it is only a half-truth. It is of course by now almost a platitude
that the pre-Socratics' opposites were not so much what we should call qualities
as, in Cornford's phrase, 'quality things'. And besides being substantial, they
are also, it is said, possessed of the power to affect other things: 'the hot', as
Vlastos puts it,' 'is that which heats, the moist that which moistens; each is an
active tendency to change other things after its own fashion'. That this, if it is
true at all, is at least as true of Anaxagoras as of any other pre-Socratic is, I
think, evident from the fragments: the very prominence of the opposites does
strongly suggest that Anaxagoras did not regard them, even though they are
ingredients in the same original mixture, as on an exactly equal footing with
the various sorts of natural substance the xo0opaLof which are in the rprEpCta-ra.
And though the relation of the opposites to the other ingredients is, on the basis
of the available evidence, very difficult indeed to determine, it is here, I believe,
that Fr. 15, especially when it is correlated with Frs. I, 2, and 4, gives us at
least something to go on.
We must start by reminding ourselves of the basis of Anaxagoras' whole
7 ar7-t r
system. As Fr. II has it:
pLo/pcavEorE7L
rTA)V vov--'in everything
'va
ov-7gs
there is a portion of everything
exceptMind'. Now if the words italicized mean
what they would almost inevitably be taken to mean, they imply that every
contains a portion not only of all the opposites, nor only of every
oarrEp/xa
natural substance, but of both. The opposites to this further extent resemble
natural substances, that both alike exist as -totpac in aorEppl-a-ra.They are in
fact, as I have already suggested, specifically included in the list of the ingredients of the original mixture in Fr. 4 only because they had played so
in rprELpCxara
that
large a part in earlier cosmogonies. It is, therefore, as
txotpac
they act upon the arE'pLxa-rain which they are present: if there are more hot
in a a7rEp'ptathan there are cold, just as if there are more of gold than
tLorpac
there are of flesh, the whole aurE'pCxa
will obviously be hot. With opposites as
with substances, &ToWv
7TAErraai'vc, as the last sentence of Fr. 12 says, raira
E

'VE"KacTV E tL Kal 7qV.

5rlAo'ra-ra
The firstresultof the actionof the

oppositesis apparentlythe emergence
from the mixtureof the Empedocleanelements.Such at any rate is the suggestion of the following sentences:

Fr.

I: . ..

7raT7a ydp

.rdcvra

tEjytuora

ydp J-p

E'vEr-TLV

Kalt acO77p
KaTELXEV,
ctad/urEppa
cvrEtpaC
"rE

Elv ToS

or•v/JTraoTL

Kat 7TA71OELKalAt'EyEOEL.

Eo'vra"

i
Fr. 2 : Kaiyap da-p TE Ka taWO1)p
JiAroKpivova-cJict
droo
7roAAoVoTO
rEPLEXovToS.
7o
Now the Empedoclean elements, as they figure in Anaxagoras, are not, as I
have already said, simple elements at all but collections of a7rE~pLxara of every
sort, 7rava7rEpdlcat.How, therefore, can they be said to be 'separated off' from
the original mixture, which is itself already a collection of aur'pCta-raof every
sort? There must clearly be some particular characteristic of both J-4p and
alt-4p to distinguish them, both from one another, and from the mixture as a
whole. In the light of Fr. 15 there can be little doubt what that characteristic
is. It is the preponderance in them of one of each pair of opposites over the
other, which, once Nof, has imparted the original rotation to the mixture,
Op. cit., 42.
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move. Earth in fact,
determines the direction in which the various
a7rE'pLxa'a
the
at
this
a
is
none
still
less,
early stage of cosmogony at
though
rravarrEpCpla,
of which it
least, earth rather than anything else simply because the urrEdpLxara
is composed, however diverse they may be in other respects, are characterized
by a preponderance of the dense, the moist, the cold, and the dark over their
respective opposites. The opposites are, therefore, in the early stages of cosmogony at least, a sort of secondary agents.' True, of course, that in the last
analysis there is only one agent, namely No~v":Noo- alone, that is to say, works
with a conscious knowledge and purpose. In contrast with Novo, the opposites
blindly and unconsciously obey those two axiomatic laws, the attraction of like
to like, and the tendency of the heavy to the centre and of the light to the
circumference.2 But for all that, once Nois has imparted the original motion,
it is the opposites that are responsible for the next stage in cosmogony; and the
first result of their secondary and unconscious agency is the emergence of the
Empedoclean elements. So, it seems to me, without departing from his principles, Anaxagoras finds an honourable place in his system not only for the
traditional opposites but also for those new and influential arrivals on the cosmogonic scene, the four elements. It is, I hope, hardly necessary to add that
this is exactly what the well-known passage in the Phaedo,3which is echoed by
both Aristotle4 and Eudemus,5 might most naturally have led us to suppose.
9
said
the
second
be
on
much
need
Not very
question that is still outstanding,
?
For
is
the
nature
of
What
my own view on the subject has
namely,
No•
the
most striking aspect of the whole
foreshadowed.
been
Quite
clearly
already
history of pre-Socratic speculation is, to my mind, just this: that whereas, with
the exceptions of the Milesians at one end of the story and the Atomists at the
other, every single one of the pre-Socratics was striving after an incorporeal
principle, their minds were yet so firmly possessed by the preconception that
the only criterion of reality was extension in space that one and all they ended
in failure. So the Pythagoreans, for instance, having chosen number as their
first principle, proceed to endow their units with corporeality; o0 ph& oiv
, says Aristotle,6 -rats L&
dJpXaiJ s Ka TOt-SoUTOLXEaOLS
HlvOaydpELO
KaAoV'LEvoL
EKTO7TOYTEPOLS'

alacd-7(v

..

Xpiwrcu -rjv qvoutoAcywv (To' 8' attLov o"Tt 7rapE/Acov cvTal- OV'KE`
A
S
So
Kac 7rpayLa7~LTEvovc
TaEp 7rvEp co-a7crva.
tAE'Ayovia- t IEvoT

.),

Heraclitus, seeking apparently for an immaterial principle or force, proceeds
to confound it with fire. So the Eleatics, seeking to describe an intelligible rather

i
Apov
7TO Tso70o. The
8 EKXWpPEOUvUL
phrase rTdr70-roO
vXpoOexplicitly suggests this
secondary agency of the opposites.
z It would be reasonable to object that the
opposites are therefore no more to be called
'agents' than are the natural substances with

like to like rather than the opposites.The
fact remains, however, that it is evidently
the oppositeswhich arefirstoperative,in the
earlieststagesof cosmogony;and that fact,
even if it does not entitle them to a real
priorityof status, does at least account for
Anaxagoras'emphasisupon them.
' 97 b-98 c, especially the words dvaytCLVp
7 pV
VC• OV5 'v XpWtIIEVOV
yvUKcv dpo a6p
E
To 8
56

which they are mixed in the arr7pta-ra;

Kal

Cf. also Fr. 16: dr 7 ov-dEwv &7TOKpLVOILtVWV
dEKI~V
yEap
VEkEA•rV
y,"
Uv/LT7•yVVvTaLt
TrJJV
EK 5TOy
K

V5wp

7V870LoS

d7TOKplVE7tL,

7T, yg

AlloL

ovtLxr7yvvvcat

t`rT

y,

70o

8&

bvXpoi,

oVTroL

and

it is certainly true that at a later stage in
Anaxagoras' system, notably in his physiology, it is the substances-hair, flesh, and so
on-which are operative in the attraction of

7T
..
KOU•LELV
KaL v a7a
al8~pat

Trpa7ytxaca, 'Epat
KalL AAa

alT7;JEVOV

ToAAaKL ao70T7a.
4 Met. A 4- 985a18.
s Fr. 2I ap. Simpl. Phys. 327. 26.
6 Met. A 8. 989b29.
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than a sensible reality, end by discussing whether it is spherical or infinite in
extent. So Empedocles, complying with Parmenides' demand that motion be
accounted for, first invokes as efficient causes the moral and psychological
forces of Love and Strife, and then proceeds to define them in terms of spatial
extension.' So, finally, Anaxagoras himself. That he is trying to describe an
incorporeal principle in opposition to matter is clear enough from the greater
part of Fr. 12:
And
VOVs*E C
Kat
ETEXEL,
tixv dAAa
7sraTlVtS Lxopav
to
7ratELpOVKalt
d '•/OS
aic E`r ccovrov Crtv. a•tOKpaTES•
yap E?
ov8Ev WpqA'
E..
vo av')'s
cl
AtE/LELKTa,
,XP' xa,
i' avAac
, El EAE
eeY
av from
TE
tcrsW
aA' wAl,
samragmEnt-L
EtaVkowV
IEXEV
av theipnIatiW
ao
sentences
Td UV/LLEtALLYL/Eq
avv
va, (AJTE
AL7)8EV05
v EK;AvEv
Kal EvErLEh•gKT•
1TEW*...
LELKTO
XP~7jta-ro
O/toCWS CS

KpoToELV

Kat

ovov EEovT'a

E"avrov.

..

Kat

v/v

7yeTEp 7TCs

And there is plenty more to the same effect: Novs not only initiated motion,
but knew in advance everything that would result from its initiation, and
indeed ordained it so. Yet there are two sentences from the same fragment
which show that Anaxagoras, even if he got nearer than his predecessors to his
objective, in the last resort failed too. When he writes of Nos-S that A me-.
that
TE 7aTcL
XPrtadL'tWVKaL KaOapWc'raTov, and when later he adds
AE7Tn'TcaTdr
7uv
EL
'LEWV Kalo
Twv,therecan be no doubtthat
vov&... i T hLSLOdSKaI
•a
Aa'•
Novs, for all its fineness and purity, is still regarded as extended in space and
corporeal. For if once we admit the only alternative explanation, that these
phrases are merely figurative or metaphorical, then we can hardly refuse a
similar concession to Empedocles, Parmenides, and all the rest. Burnet2 is
surely right: 'Zeller holds, indeed, that Anaxagoras meant to speak of something incorporeal; but he admits that he did not succeed in doing so, and that
is historically the important point.'
But if therefore everything in Anaxagoras' universe proves in the end to be
corporeal, that does not at all mean that Anaxagoras was wholly unaware of
any metaphysical distinctions. On the contrary, there is a sort of hierarchy
implicit in his cosmology. At the top stands Noi-, owing its conscious power to
its purity: it alone remains eternally unmixed, even when, as it is, it is present
in the mixture in the form of the consciousness in living things. Next come the
opposites, which, though just as corporeal as the various sorts of natural substance with which they are mixed in the ar'pla-ra, do none the less derive a
certain priority of status from the fact that they are responsible for the early
stages of cosmogony. And finally come the natural substances themselves,
inferior in status to the opposites only in that they do not become operative
until a later stage of cosmogony, but inferior none the less: It remains true, in
fact, that even at the time of Anaxagoras the notion of the incorporeal or
abstract has yet to be clearly apprehended and explicitly expressed; not until
the time of Plato was that objective fully attained. But the advance has long
ago begun, and by the time of Anaxagoras it is coming within sight of the end.
It is for that reason that I wrote with such confidence in an earlier section that
Anaxagoras was at least aware of, even if he could not adequately describe,
the metaphysical distinction between courage and cheese.
I

Fr. 17. 19-20.

2

Op. cit., 268.
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No such article on the subject of Anaxagoras would be complete without a
section devoted solely to the subject of homoeomeries.Once again on this topic,
as a matter of fact, my own attitude has already been foreshadowed; and it
may also have become evident that I do not regard it as a problem of primary
importance. It is, for one thing, very doubtful indeed whether Anaxagoras
himself ever used the word t`LJoEppij, and the question, what he would have
meant by it if he had, strikes me therefore as somewhat academic. But since
there is certainly no denying that the ancient commentators, from Aristotle
onwards, do use it very freely in their interpretation of his theory, it is a topic
that cannot be altogether omitted.
Whether or not Peck' is right in maintaining that the word tloototLEpq
is
besides meaning, as it does in Aristotle, things 'of which
ambiguous-that
every part was similar to every other part of the same thing', it could and did
mean also 'things having parts similar to the parts of everything else'-there
is fortunately no difficulty in fitting
in either sense into the system I
have reconstructed. It is clear fromd•LOFollEpp
many passages that the commentators'
are the aErr'p1a-ra
of Anaxagoras himself; the word
t1OLOltEp)Por
OLOLOI•EpELaL
aErrnpa-ra,though it occurs twice in the one fragment of Anaxagoras, occurs
very rarely indeed in later writers' remarks about him. Now a aurr'pa, as I
have tried to make clear, is an aggregate, still of course very small, of an
infinite number of jLorpac of every sort; and though the proportions of those
tortpa, simply because they are infinite in number, can therefore vary indefinitely-and indeed they must so vary, because Anaxagoras himself says that the
ar7E'para are 'in no way like each other'-yet, since each arrdpLacontains
literally everything, it follows that not only every aErr'pta but everything
composed of arrE'dparawill be homoeomerous in both senses. Every part of
every aErrdpa,however far we may divide it, will still contain everything, and
to that very important extent will resemble every other part; and since all
not only will the same be true of
physical bodies are composed of crrE'pLa-ra,
them, but also every part of each such body will be, to exactly the same extent,
similar to each part of every other such body. To put the matter in a nutshell,
in everything there is a portion of everything; and since things that contain a
portion of everything do unquestionably contain, in a very real sense, similar
whichever of the two senses it bears, is not so
portions, the word
1txoLt•Ep-l,
gross a perversion of Anaxagoras' doctrine as it is sometimes alleged to be.
A few general remarks by way of conclusion. It may have been noticed that
what Cornfordz regarded as intolerable, the 'infinite vista' and the 'unattainable ideal' involved in the tLO~LpaL
as I have represented them, is the very basis
of my whole reconstruction. There may, I fear, be many others who feel as
Cornford felt. But what we have to decide is not what is intolerable, nor indeed
what was intolerable to Aristotle and his successors, but-which
is quite a
different matter-what would have beenintolerable to Anaxagoras. The notion
of an infinite regress was, at the time of Anaxagoras, a very new one: it owed
its introduction to the paradoxes of Zeno. I do not think that it ought to surprise us, even before we begin to look at the evidence, that it should have made
so deep an impression upon Anaxagoras that, with the perversity to which the
I

Op. cit., 64-65-

2 C.Q.xx, 91.
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pre-Socratics were so liable, he should have based upon it his whole reply to
the Eleatics. He would, after all, have been doing to Zeno only what Zeno
himself had done to the opponents of Parmenides' One Being, namely turning
against him the weapons he had himself forged. And when we look at the
evidence, this a priori surmise is, I claim, strongly confirmed. The echoes of
Zeno in Anaxagoras are too striking to be dismissed as mere coincidencesand that, it should be noted, from the mere four fragments which survive from
Zeno's treatise. But, strong as I believe these arguments are, the strongest
argument of all has yet to be named. The interpretation which I have tried to
put forward has, to my mind, one very great advantage over any other recent
interpretation that I have seen, that it allows Anaxagoras to mean just what he
says. I have not attempted here to follow his fundamental theories into their
detailed developments: that would demand either a much longer paper than
this one or, preferably, a sequel to it. But such a sequel is, I hope, unnecessary.
For if once it were agreed that the basis of the whole system is as I have tried
to reconstruct it, then it would be found, I believe, that all the doctrines of detail
that we are justified in attributing to Anaxagoras spring easily and naturally
from that basis.
I will now summarize as briefly as possible the conclusions which this paper
has attempted to establish.
I. As with the Atomists, so with Anaxagoras, the basis of his system was suggested to him by the Eleatics. He ingeniously finds in the arguments of Zeno,
of which there are significant echoes in two of his fragments, the solution to the
problems posed by Parmenides.
2. In place of the Pythagorean unit-point-atoms, which Zeno had especially
or homoeomeries,
attacked, he substitutes an infinite number of arrEdppara
which,
though infinitely divisible, do none the less, since in practice they are the unit
in which lopac tend naturally to cohere, provide the required basis for the
physical world.
3. The world originates from a mixture, in the form of these arr'dpa-ra, of
everything that it is ultimately to contain. Each arr~pta, however, already
contains a tLotpaof everything; at no stage in cosmogony can anything exist in
separation from anything else except only No-s.
4. Anaxagoras probably used the word tLotpa,which normally has an abstract
connotation, to avoid the suggestion of anything as corporeal as a particle or
atom. However far a aurr'p1a be subdivided, each resultant portion must still
contain a portion of everything; with the result that an ultimate and irreducible
,orpa is something unattainable.
5. The traditional opposites, of which alone it is often claimed that everything contains a portion, are as corporeal as the various sorts of natural
substance with which they are mixed in the crrE'pLa-ra. But since it is the
opposites which, once Nov, has originated motion, are responsible for the first
stages in cosmogony, they have a certain priority of status over the various forms
of natural substance.
6. Novs too is corporeal, and owes its power over everything else to the fact
that, while everything else, substances and opposites alike, is mixed with
everything else, it alone remains unmixed. Nofs indeed, in the sense that it
alone is conscious and purposive, is the only true agent in Anaxagoras' universe.
7. When, however, Nois imparts the first rotatory motion to the original
mixture, whichever opposites predominate in each of the urr'dpparacause that
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particular aErr'pLato gravitate towards a particular part of the world. Hence
emerge the Empedoclean elements, which, though each characterized by a
are none
particular combination of the opposites in their constituent
rrr•pja-ra,was frethe less
In consequence of this doctrine Anaxagoras
rravcrrrEpFla•.
quently blamed in antiquity for making insufficient use of his first principle of
and
for invoking instead merely mechanistic causes.
Noi-S
8. This interpretation has the three great advantages, at least one of which
is lacking to any other recent reconstruction, that:
(a) it provides a satisfactory basis for the later stages of Anaxagoras' cosmology, including his physiology;
(b) it allows every single sentence of his that has survived to mean what it
appears to say;
(c) the obvious weakness in the system as reconstructed, namely the difficulty of postulating material masses (i.e. arr'dpa-ra) which, though infinitely divisible, are in practice the natural and normal unit of matter, is
merely an indication of the impression made on the later pre-Socratics
by the arguments of Zeno. Anaxagoras is thus seen to fit as neatly into
the pattern of development of pre-Socratic speculation as do his successors the Atomists.
King's College, Cambridge
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